Executive Summary

This document includes a commitment to fight violence and respect for shared interests in greater flexibility and cultural respect, emphasizing the need for political and economic reform. It should include a shared commitment to public interest, a relationship stronger than ever, and a shared commitment to public interest in both sides. The United States and Saudi Arabia must determine if they can build a relationship that is both successful and beneficial to both nations.

Recommendations

1. Identify and prioritize terrorist sanctuaries
2. Make difficult choices of their own
3. Prioritize efforts in Afghanistan
4. Prioritize efforts in Saudi Arabia
5. Outline the need for international engagement

The recommendations include efforts to improve the relationship, improve the relationship, and improve the relationship. The recommendations also include efforts to improve the relationship, improve the relationship, and improve the relationship.

Senator Action

Senate Bill S. 2459 as adopted (Addressed 9/11 Commission Recommendations)
Secondly, the collection of biometric data could help combat terrorism. The U.S. should create a Network of Screening Systems to thwart terrorist threats. This network could be integrated into a larger network of screening systems worldwide, providing a powerful weapon against terrorists.

Additionally, a powerful weapon against terrorism can be used to continue the cycle of disruption. The death or capture of sensitive information reduces the amount of money available to address this threat, thus creating a feedback loop that further strengthens the cycle of disruption.

The U.S. should also consider the need for a powerful weapon against terrorism. This could be achieved by integrating a network of screening systems into a larger global network, providing a powerful weapon against terrorism. Additionally, the collection of biometric data could help combat terrorism, as this data can be used to create a Network of Screening Systems to thwart terrorist threats.

Furthermore, the U.S. should consider the need for a powerful weapon against terrorism. This could be achieved by integrating a network of screening systems into a larger global network, providing a powerful weapon against terrorism. Additionally, the collection of biometric data could help combat terrorism, as this data can be used to create a Network of Screening Systems to thwart terrorist threats.

Recommendation: The U.S. should create a Network of Screening Systems to thwart terrorist threats. This network could be integrated into a larger network of screening systems worldwide, providing a powerful weapon against terrorism. Additionally, the collection of biometric data could help combat terrorism, as this data can be used to create a Network of Screening Systems to thwart terrorist threats.

Recommendation: The U.S. should create a Network of Screening Systems to thwart terrorist threats. This network could be integrated into a larger network of screening systems worldwide, providing a powerful weapon against terrorism. Additionally, the collection of biometric data could help combat terrorism, as this data can be used to create a Network of Screening Systems to thwart terrorist threats.

Recommendation: The U.S. should create a Network of Screening Systems to thwart terrorist threats. This network could be integrated into a larger network of screening systems worldwide, providing a powerful weapon against terrorism. Additionally, the collection of biometric data could help combat terrorism, as this data can be used to create a Network of Screening Systems to thwart terrorist threats.

Recommendation: The U.S. should create a Network of Screening Systems to thwart terrorist threats. This network could be integrated into a larger network of screening systems worldwide, providing a powerful weapon against terrorism. Additionally, the collection of biometric data could help combat terrorism, as this data can be used to create a Network of Screening Systems to thwart terrorist threats.
21 Improve Screening Checkpoints to Detect Explosives

It is critical to ensure that the TSA has the necessary resources and capabilities to effectively screen passengers at airport checkpoints. This includes investing in advanced screening technologies and ensuring that screening personnel are adequately trained.

20 Improve Airline Screening Systems

The Department of Homeland Security should continue to strengthen its efforts to improve airline screening systems. This includes implementing more rigorous security protocols and training airline staff to identify potential threats.

19 Prioritize Transportation Assets

Transportation assets are critical to the nation's security and must be prioritized for security enhancements. This includes strengthening security at ports of entry, airports, and other transportation hubs.

18 Implement Federal Standards for Birth Certificates and Driver's Licenses

The federal government should work with states to implement consistent and comprehensive standards for birth certificates and driver's licenses. This will help prevent identity fraud and improve overall security.

17 Set Global Standards for Security Systems

The U.S. government should lead the effort to set global standards for security systems in order to prevent terrorist incidents from occurring. This includes working with international partners to develop and implement these standards.

16 Implement Improved Use of "No-Fly" and "No-Match" Data

The government should continue to improve the use of "no-fly" and "no-match" data in order to prevent people from traveling who may pose a threat.

15 Enhance Terrorism Information Sharing

Security agencies should enhance information sharing to better protect against terrorism. This includes sharing intelligence and other information in a timely and effective manner.

14 Strengthen Secure Travel Document Issuance

The government should continue to strengthen the issuance of secure travel documents, such as passports, to prevent identity fraud and other security threats.

13 Improve Airline Passenger Screening

The TSA should continue to improve its screening processes for airline passengers. This includes implementing new technologies and ensuring that screening personnel are adequately trained.

12 Improve Airport Screenings

The government should continue to improve airport screenings, including the use of advanced technologies and better-trained personnel.

11 Strengthen Inspection Capabilities

The Department of Homeland Security should continue to strengthen its inspection capabilities in order to better identify and prevent threats.

10 Improve Border Inspections

The government should continue to improve its border inspection processes, including the use of advanced technologies and better-trained personnel.

9 Improve Airport Inspections

The government should continue to improve its airport inspection processes, including the use of advanced technologies and better-trained personnel.

8 Improve Cargo Inspections

The government should continue to improve its cargo inspection processes, including the use of advanced technologies and better-trained personnel.

7 Improve Border Inspections

The government should continue to improve its border inspection processes, including the use of advanced technologies and better-trained personnel.

6 Improve Airport Inspections

The government should continue to improve its airport inspection processes, including the use of advanced technologies and better-trained personnel.

5 Improve Cargo Inspections

The government should continue to improve its cargo inspection processes, including the use of advanced technologies and better-trained personnel.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create a National Intelligence Director (NID)</td>
<td>#30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate the performance of the people assigned to the Center. The head of the NTIC should have authority to intelligence collected by personnel from the various agencies. The NTIC should be a center for joint operational planning and deployment.</td>
<td>#28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create a National Counterterrorism Center (NTTC)</td>
<td>#29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adopt the ANSI standard for private sector preparedness.</td>
<td>#27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure adequate Radio Spectrum for Public Safety.</td>
<td>#26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, money, and national security: Not a luxury; it is a core of doing business in the post-9/11 world. It is required at a reasonable potential cost. We commend the Department of Homeland Security for its efforts to address this issue. We encourage the NTIC to continue developing and implementing risk management principles and best practices that are consistent with the ANSL standard in the private sector. We endorse the American National Standards Institute's Recommended Standard for Radio, Telecommunication, and Wireless Communication. We applaud the efforts of the NTIC and its partners in establishing a National Intelligence Center (NIC) to serve as a focal point for intelligence sharing and analysis. We believe that the NTIC should be a center for joint operational planning and deployment. The NTIC should have authority to intelligence collected by personnel from the various agencies. We support the adoption of the ANSI standard for private sector preparedness, which provides for the exemption and transfer of such units to a state or local jurisdiction. We encourage Congress to support legislation that enhances the nation's ability to meet increased demand for critical communication services.